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How does God speak to people?
Who is able to hear His voice?
Conditions and Grace

BD 6615 received 07.08.1956

God speaks as a Father to His child ....

Just as I spoke to My disciples when I lived on earth I still speak today to all
those who want to hear Me .... Wherever someone exists who believes in this
and opens himself to Me that is where My voice will be heard. However, I only
rarely find this faith and therefore Am only rarely able to speak to a person
directly, even if all other conditions are being fulfilled, if the person so shaped
himself that I can be present to him, if he has purified his heart and prepared it
as an abode for Me .... But the belief to be able to hear Me directly nevertheless
does not exist and therefore the person fails to do what is most important: to
carefully listen within for My voice, for the manifestation of My love, for the
sign of My presence, for My Word .... The fact that belief in this has gone astray,
that they think it implausible to hear Me directly, is a particular attribute of
people’s spiritual state, it is the evidence that the ‘working of My spirit’ is no
longer a right concept for them and that they no longer understand the Words
of the Scriptures either. Furthermore, it is proof that the striving for the ‘gifts of
the spirit’ is omitted, that they are therefore ignorant of the results of a life of
love, of a righteous life before Me .... otherwise people would certainly make an
effort to attain spiritual gifts and subsequently also penetrate this information
regarding the strength of the spirit.
It is indeed very worrying that people no longer see the Father in Me but only
their God and Creator, providing they still believe in Me .... The relationship
of a child with its Father is unheard of by them and thus they also deem the
most natural thing to be impossible, namely the fact that the Father speaks to
His child .... This faith only rarely exists and yet every person should be filled
by it, only then would every person also make an effort to be addressed by Me
and to comply with all required conditions for it. For I Am unable to manifest
Myself if conscious attentive listening has not taken place first so as not to
impose a coercion of will, but occasionally I will also let My voice be heard by
those whose hearts are striving to reach Me, who are devoted to Me in love ....
so that they will more often attentively listen to Me within and give Me the
opportunity to speak .... But anyone who lacks this faith has not established the
right relationship with Me as yet, even if he deems himself called to work for
Me and My kingdom. For as long as he still doubts My direct speech his faith
will not be alive enough to turn to Me like a child to its Father and desire to
hear His voice. However, the fact that people are still so distant from Me even
though I would like to be present to all of them .... is a shortcoming which also
testifies to the spiritual adversity experienced by humanity during the last days
before the end ....

Amen
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BD 4313 received 26.05.1948

Audible Word ....

The most sublime moment in earthly life happens when a person audibly
hears the Word, when he hears the expression of My love in his heart like
a spoken Word. For then he will perceive My closeness like a flood of light
which permeates his heart and is also perceptible by the person’s senses. The
human being’s maturity of soul influences how the inner voice can be heard.
He can freely enjoy the blissful sensation if his soul is already far advanced,
but in a low degree of maturity he might still have fight against inner obstacles.
Nevertheless, he must have attained a certain degree of psychological maturity,
otherwise he would never be able to receive the grace of the audible Word ....
Hence it is a process of a direct transmission of light and strength, the person
is in such intimate contact with Me that I Am able to manifest Myself to him
and be understood, which will never be the case with immature souls. But I
must always stem My strength of love if the human being is to remain suitable
for earthly life and not lose all earthly attachment due to his overwhelming
happiness. And therefore I will only ever audibly manifest Myself for short
periods of time until the end of the person’s course of life who is so close to Me
that I will credit him with My speech.

However, during the time of the end I will need servants on Earth who will
diligently work for Me, and I will reward their enthusiasm by revealing Myself
to them such that they are no longer able to harbour doubts in their hearts
because they are faithful to Me, because they believe without being able to
see and work for Me in this belief. I want to stimulate them into working
ever more diligently for Me but I will only be able to express Myself audibly
if their faith has already become so firm that they unconditionally believe in
My activity, that they had previously already heard the voice of the spirit and
recognised it as My voice, for the audible Word must never compel them into
believing since it is the culmination of a strong faith and, in earthly life, the most
desirable state to strive for because it makes a person indescribably happy and
the thought of it can render him insensitive to suffering and distress of an earthly
nature. His happiness and his convinced faith also offer his fellow human being
the possibility to gain a stronger faith, so that his activity amongst people is
extremely richly blessed and that every work he tackles will be accomplished by
him. His fellow human beings can certainly doubt him but anyone who audibly
hears My Word within himself will no longer be able to doubt. And thus I
reward the love and loyalty of My servant who stands up for Me and grant him
the kind of happiness on Earth which the world cannot offer him ....

Amen
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BD 7304 received 11.03.1959

Concerning the ‘inner Word’ ....

My voice will be heard by all those who yearn for it and who make contact with
Me in their hearts, thus who do not merely send lip-prayers to Me, which I do
not hear. But I have many children who sincerely pray to Me and whose prayer
I therefore grant, especially if they only appeal to Me to speak to My child as a
Father .... For this request testifies to its love for Me, Who is everything to such a
child .... God and Father, Friend and Brother .... And then I will express Myself
as a Father, Friend and Brother, and My Words will, at all times, relate to its
appeals and wishes, which the child presents to Me with complete confidence.
And thus every human being may consider himself spoken to by Me if he
merely remains in heartfelt communication with Me until he become conscious
of My reply, for precisely this waiting and expecting of My answer must not
be neglected, but it also assumes a profound faith that I speak to My children
.... Were people to have this profound faith they would not find it unusual for
a God to speak to His living creations; for a Father to speak to His children.
But only a few have precisely this faith, and this is why I can so rarely express
Myself such that fellow human beings will also find out about it. Added to that
is the fact that people hear My Words in a completely different way, usually
in their own language; that is why the results of a child’s heartfelt dialog with
the Father are considered its own product of thought, unless an extraordinary
content takes fellow human beings aback or teaches them to think otherwise.
Yet I say to you: I speak to My children far too gladly as to let an opportunity of
expressing Myself pass by, although I can only ever reveal Myself in accordance
with their state of maturity and the task, which the recipient of My Word has
to fulfil on this earth at the same time. Hence, as soon as the transference of
My Word is combined with a task, the conditions this recipient has to fulfil will
also be different in order to be suitable for his task. In that case the results of
the heartfelt communication with Me, the content of My direct speech, will also
be of a different kind, because it will have to stand up to criticism by rational
people, because they must be viewed as teaching material which is intended to
be spread, which is to be conveyed as the Gospel to people who are suffering
utmost spiritual hardship. But it will by no means contradict My Words to My
children, although they will be presented in a different form precisely because
of their purpose. For I must address My children according to their capacity
of reception. And as soon as My messages are quoted literally they will never
contradict themselves .... if, however, they get rearranged according to personal
opinion, then error can and will also be included in the Words which, initially,
were conveyed to a person in purest truth.
Whatever you humans hear from above should be left unchanged by you ....
Time and again I want to remind you of this, then the truth will be guaranteed,
and then nobody will be able to take offence apart from those who, as yet, still
don’t know the truth themselves. For even if a person’s thinking at first deviates
from the truth My Word will guide it back onto the right path, or controversial
questions will, for the time being, be sidelined until the person completely
accepts My Words without inner resistance .... caused by wrong instructions ....
and such contradictions will clarify themselves. But I speak to all of My children
if they allow Me to speak to them due to their intimate bond and the will to hear
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Me .... And My Words are always aimed at those who are moved by the same
questions and have the same will to hear Me. Nevertheless, in view of the great
spiritual hardship and the near end I convey My Word .... the teaching which was
proclaimed by the man Jesus on earth .... to earth again, so that it shall be spread
and touch all those human hearts which, in their search for truth, are open to
My Words when they are imparted to them by My messengers. This Word is
therefore intended for everyone but will likewise only make an impression on
those who listen to it without resistance, and they will subsequently act and live
in line with My Word and will also be able to experience the effect of My Word,
for they will gain in strength and light, willpower and wisdom, for everything
that comes forth from Me will have to take effect, providing that the person’s
will does not offer resistance .... that the person wants to be addressed by Me
and gratefully accepts My gift of grace which My love offers and will continue
to offer him until the end ....

Amen

BD 4107 received 19.08.1947

‘He that keepeth My commandments ....
to him I will come and manifest Myself ....’

Let Me speak to you in all places, at all times and in all situations of life, in joy and
in suffering, in hardship and worry of body and soul by turning your thoughts
to Me and desiring to hear My voice .... And I will speak to you, and everyone
who expects My communication shall hear Me. For I have promised you that I
will manifest Myself to the one who loves Me and keeps My commandments,
who thus strives towards Me and lives a life of love .... Anyone who fulfils My
commandment will also recognise My Word, he will accept My revelations and
be joyful in the knowledge that I Am talking to him. The awareness of hearing
Words of love from Me will make him happy, he will strive towards Me even
more sincerely and ever more longingly listen to My Word in silence, he will
open his heart to Me and I Myself will enter him, I will take abode in his heart,
I will unite with him and remain in constant communication with him. This is
the state every person on earth should strive for, to be in constant contact with
Me, to mentally establish this bond and, in blissful unity with Me, to relish
My flesh and My blood, that is, to accept the strength of My Word. Once you
have reached this state on earth you can confidently consider yourselves as My
children, you can come with every concern like a child to its father, you may
know yourselves loved by Me and need not be afraid or feel abandoned in any
earthly adversity for then I will constantly be with you, I will safeguard every
step you take, I will guide and protect you and grant every wish you request of
Me in spirit and in truth.

I will hear your call, regardless of how secretly it is being sent up to Me .... For I
love those of you who have the will to come to Me. And since I Am connected
to you by greater than great love I will not allow you to go astray if, faced by
a crucial decision, you don’t know which way to turn. I will very gently push
you towards the right path, I will take you by your hand so that you will not
stumble, I will illuminate the path if it gets dark and you are no longer able
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to recognise it properly. And time and again you may be permitted to hear My
voice which intends to give you the assurance that I Myself Am with you. You
should only look upon the earth as a stage of transition in order to achieve on it
the degree which allows for My presence. However, once you have achieved this
you no longer need to fear anything of an earthly nature, for then you will be
earmarked as aspirants for the spiritual kingdom and they will infallibly attain
their goal. Consequently, don’t be afraid of that which will still be imposed upon
you in an earthly way, because it is only temporary and will just last a very short
period of time, which you will no longer have to go through on your own but in
constant company with Me you will also be protected from all harm. The hearts
in which I have taken abode belong to Me without fail, and I will never again
let go of that which has become My possession, and this assurance should make
your life easier to bear, you should believe it and always consider yourselves as
My children who will safely return to their Father’s house under My guidance
....

Amen

BD 7698 received 13.09.1960

The voice of conscience ....

You are guided into perfection and need My support for this, because you once
relinquished all your strength and became weak, lightless living beings which
had to remain in the abyss until My love took hold of them and helped them to
ascend again. Although you now have acquired a certain level of maturity it is
not enough to guarantee the path of ascent which you still have to cover during
your earthly life. You need My strength and guidance for this. And if you are
conscious of your weakness, if you look around for help, then I Am already by
your side just waiting for your request for help .... but you have to make this
request to Me of your own free will because I will not force your will by any
means whatsoever.
Yet I Am always willing to give you the help you ask for, just as I will always
provide you with strength as soon as you desire it. And in order to awaken
this desire within yourselves I occasionally will let you feel your weakness and
darkness particularly strongly. This is only a sign of My love for you because I
want to win you for Myself, because by this means I want to persuade you to
voluntarily ask for My help. And for this reason you have to believe in Me first
....
The knowledge of a God and Creator will certainly be passed on to you, which
you only need to accept and think about and with good will you can also believe
it. You can rest assured that I will help you to acquire firm faith if only you have
the will to think and act correctly .... if only you will listen to your inner voice
which will always guide you correctly.
And My voice will express itself in every person as their voice of conscience
.... but it can be heard or ignored, which is entirely up to the person’s own
will. Hence their voice of conscience will inform the human being of right and
wrong; the voice of conscience will teach him about the fundamental law, about
love, because as a human being he knows exactly what gives him joy and a sense
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of well-being and what causes suffering and misery .... Therefore he can also
behave towards his fellow human being such that it serves his well-being and
protects him from physical harm .... And thus love can arise in him, and due to
his love the light of knowledge will illuminate him too ....

Every human being can learn to think and act correctly because the delicate
feeling expressed by the voice of his conscience was given to him by Me. As
soon as he takes notice of it, his nature, which at the start of his incarnation as
a human being was still greatly steeped in selfish love, can change into love for
other people. This then will guarantee a strong, living faith in Me, his God and
Creator, and then he will soon recognise his Father in Me, Who loves him and
wants to draw him close to Himself .... And he will strive for this bond of his
own free will. I will be able to guide him into perfection, because I will grant
help to every human being, I will leave no person in weakness and ignorance, I
Am and remain his guide for the duration of his earthly life as long as he does
not oppose Me, as long as his will consents to being influenced by his voice of
conscience .... which will always happen when the soul is willing to achieve the
purpose and goal of its life .... Then the human being can always be certain that I
will do everything on My part to help him achieve perfection, that he will never
be left to himself and that he will accomplish his goal without doubt ....

Amen

BD 7392 received 19.08.1959

Genuine prophecy ....

The gift of divination, of genuine prophesy, is the ‘working of God’s spirit’ in
the human being. Anyone who knows this, will also ascribe the right value
to such predictions which requires the latter to be spread, because it is God’s
will that people should know about them or He would not have revealed them
through the spirit to a person. For the prophesies are not conveyed to people
in order to frighten them or to disclose the future, instead it is their purpose
that people should arrange their life with greater responsibly towards their
souls in accordance with the predictions. For every person should know that he
can still change and that he can only benefit by changing his character, i.e., by
directing it according to God’s will, in order to then calmly wait and see what
God will send upon humanity. The gift of divination is therefore a commitment
.... Consequently a person need not fear that he will proclaim something of
his own making, because .... once the working of the spirit becomes evident ....
the person will always be under this influence as long as it relates to spiritual
information, which also includes future events which are based on spiritual
reasons and which would never be mentioned by a purely worldly-minded
person who does not believe in it. Anyone who proclaims future events in
connection with spiritual effect speaks on God’s instruction, for every worldly-
minded person would refuse to voice such divinations and spread them amongst
his fellow human beings .... It is in the nature of things that only a spiritually-
awakened person announces events by speaking on God’s instruction, and he
is also responsible for the distribution, as far as this is possible for him. For
he will always be guided correctly, if only he pays attention to every gentle
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suggestion and allows himself to be lead by the inner voice, which always has to
be considered as an expression of the spirit.

Not many people receive the gift of divination, but the few to whom God’s
spirit reveals future events shall carry out their responsibility and ensure the
distribution of what is sent to them. And they need not fear to act contrary to
God’s will, for the attention of humanity shall be drawn to the coming events
and they shall prepare themselves accordingly. And the spirit of God will create
the opportunities, he will bring people together, he will impel the prophet from
within when he should talk but also gently warn him when it is inappropriate
to speak about it .... The person need only take notice of the gentle inner voice,
for once the spirit of God is at work it will not stop working and guide the
person in accordance with God’s will. Once again, it has to be said that you are
approaching great events and that it is good if the human race knows of them
in advance already, even if it looks at the predictions with incredulity. But the
fact that it was already announced in advance will become evident to them one
day, and then the events will have a greater effect on people’s souls and they
will believe the announcement of a near end, which is of greatest significance,
for then they will only have a short time left which they can use well for the
salvation of their soul if only they are of good will. And God will not cease to
admonish and to warn, and therefore He will keep drawing people’s attention
to the forthcoming events through the voice of the spirit, He will not stop until
the day comes which will trigger immense terror because only a few will be able
to save themselves, even though the human being would only need to have the
right attitude towards Him in order to be guided through all adversities and
dangers, or .... if he has to relinquish his life .... to grant him a more pleasant life
in eternity .... The coming events cannot be pointed out often enough and you,
being filled by the spirit, shall only ever declare what the spirit proclaims to you
.... and you will comply with God’s will, Who speaks to you Himself through
His spirit and who wants to speak to all people ....

Amen

BD 5469 received 23.08.1952

Everyone can hear God’s speech ....
in form of thoughts ....

I impart to you the Word of love, of comfort and of encouragement, and
wherever you lack knowledge I will always enlighten you, but you must establish
a connection with Me yourselves otherwise I cannot speak to you .... However,
My speech will not always be heard by you, rather, your thoughts will noticeably
shape themselves in such a way as I want to speak to you, providing you pay
attention to it and wait until My communication has been received by you. For
this much I want to say to you: As soon as you merely think of Me, speak to Me in
prayer or call upon Me for help My love will already be with you .... You will not
speak in vain, but I hear all your thoughts and will also answer you. However,
only few people wait for My answer, only few people are so profoundly devout
that they are convinced of My reply, therefore I can only seldom make Myself
known to a person so that he can recognise My clear answer in his feelings and
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thoughts .... Not a single word you speak to Me in deep devotion goes astray,
and not a single word will be left unanswered by Me ....

Even so, your soul very often disregards something which would make it
extremely happy. You have not developed your spiritual ear as yet and therefore
don’t perceive the response of My love .... All those of you who make contact
with Me in heartfelt prayer can consider yourselves addressed by Me .... but
if you also want to understand My speech, which you all yearn to hear, then
you must train your spiritual ear, for you all should strive to achieve this task,
because it would make your earthly life considerably easier since it is truly
blissful to be able to hear My speech which, without exception, applies to all
those of you who enter into heartfelt communication with Me. You would all
draw much strength and comfort from My speech, which will only ever be
perceived by you in the form of feelings and thoughts, which could provide
you with inner serenity and the feeling of security, hence you would truly be
comforted and strengthened by My Fatherly love which constantly applies to all
of His children. Consequently you should, after you have prayed to Me in spirit
and in truth, wait and remain in thought of Me and you will sense My presence,
and your soul will receive the gift of My Fatherly love .... For I draw all those
towards Me who call upon Me, who enter into heartfelt conversation with Me,
and I want to give to them whatever makes them happy ....

Amen

BD 6241 received 18.04.1955

Gifts of the spirit ....
Conditions ....

The gifts of the spirit are bestowed upon every person who sincerely strives for
them. They cannot be given to them, they have to be acquired by complying
with My commandment of love for God and one’s neighbour .... by living a life
in accordance with My will. For as soon as My will is done the person will be
living in My eternal order, and then light and strength will permeate him as
in the beginning, since he was created in My eternal order, in perfection, that
is, as a being with the same nature as Mine .... My spirit permeated the being,
and My spirit will permeate it again as soon as it enters My eternal order as a
human being once more. The fact that My spirit will never be able to work in
a person who lives outside of My eternal order, that he will therefore never be
able to demonstrate the gifts of the spirit, must be completely understandable to
you. This is why every Word-reception also requires the working of My spirit in
the human being .... for to receive My Word means to be instructed in absolute
truth, to know about everything which makes My Nature understandable to
you humans .... to know about the reason and cause, the purpose and aim of My
reign and activity and of everything that is visible to you ....

To be instructed in the truth means to be guided into realisation, which you
once possessed but lost due to your own fault. Hence this initiation into the
truth through My spirit, through My Word, is a present .... a gift which I convey
to everyone who voluntarily attains a degree of maturity, as this is the condition
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for the granting of spiritual gifts .... Each one of you is able to acquire them, no-
one will be excluded, however, they cannot be attained by someone who does
nothing to contribute towards it .... who does not shape his nature into love,
which alone enables the dormant spirit within him to establish a connection
with the Father-Spirit, so that I Myself can then work in him through My spirit.
Therefore it follows that a connection with Me must always be established
and that this requires conscious striving towards Me. Anyone who thus makes
contact with Me Myself has already voluntarily taken a step into My kingdom,
he had relinquished his resistance to Me and completely turned his will towards
Me, and his share therefore has to be light and strength, which are offered to
him from My kingdom.

The human being can enter My kingdom unhindered at all times if I Am his goal
.... But he will not be granted admission as long as I Am still excluded from his
thoughts and aspirations. However, in that case he can be led by My adversary
to his realm, who will make him believe that he arrived at the right goal .... who
will also know exactly what the human being is striving for, and who will give
him what he is looking for according to his desire .... This applies to people who
thirst for knowledge, yet not for the sake of the pure truth but for their own
advantage .... who want to know in order to be important and not in order to
testify to Me and on My behalf .... They, too, will receive something but from the
one who opposes the truth .... because he opposes Me .... True gifts of the spirit
will only be received by an earthly child which is utterly devoted to Me, which
therefore also knows the full truth since it will request it from Me Myself, and
which therefore also clearly recognises what is error and what is truth .... whose
desire for truth prevents My adversary from gaining entry, because he identifies
a connection between the earthly child and Me as a brightly shining ray which
he avoids so as not to be touched by it himself. But where he finds admission
due to congenial thinking and striving he will cause all the more damage .... For
he will always make an effort to obscure the light which shows people the right
path .... He will always work against Me yet hide his true face behind a mask, for
it is the time of the end and he knows that he doesn’t have much time left ....

Amen

BD 7822 received 10.02.1961

Prerequisite for the ‘outpouring of the spirit’ ....

The outpouring of the spirit requires certain conditions to be fulfilled, because
My spirit can only pour into an open receptacle which has been prepared such
that My spirit will be able to flow into it. This preparation, in turn, requires
psychological work which the person must have carried out on himself, with
other words: The human being must have prepared an abode for Me, because My
presence is absolutely necessary in order to be able to express Myself through
My spirit. Although the spiritual spark rests dormant in every person it must
first be awakened to life, the relationship with the eternal Father-Spirit must be
established first, before it can express itself. And this bond will be established,
the spiritual spark will come alive, when the human being lives a life of love,
when he, through loving actions, draws Me Myself to himself, Who is Love Itself
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.... Through love, the human being has to purify his soul from all layers which
cannot be penetrated by light, then he prepares himself, he shapes himself into
a receiving vessel for the divine spirit, he fulfils the conditions which result in
an outpouring of the spirit. And he must believe that My spirit flows into him,
that the Father wants and is able to speak to His child .... And again, he will
only believe this if he shapes himself into love .... for only when he believes
in a working of My spirit within himself will he also attentively listen within
to what this spirit communicates to him. As long as this belief is missing, he
will never be able to speak of a ‘gift of the spirit’, he will simply not awaken the
dormant forces within him and, thus, they will not be able to express themselves
either, although they are present in him. Love will, however, soon enlighten
his thinking, this is why a loving person will also soon be able to believe if
his striving is spiritually-orientated, and he tries to live in accordance with My
will.

Yet My spirit will not push itself to the fore .... no human being will ever hear
the voice of My spirit who has not consciously established a bond with Me in
order to hear Me .... For it requires him to listen inwards if he wants to hear Me
and receive instructions full of wisdom, which only My spirit can impart to him.
And precisely this belief in the working of My spirit has been lost by people
so that they look at a completely natural process, which was only intended to
demonstrate My great love for people, with utter incredulity, even though I
Myself gave them a promise to stay with people and to guide them into all truth
.... They don’t understand this promise or they would believe in it and grant
greater significance to My Word which sounds to them from above or is passed
on to them through My messengers .... My spirit merely requires a prepared
vessel so that it can pour into it .... Then, however, He will also give evidence
of Himself, It will speak to you like a Father speaks to His children, and He
will enlighten you whenever you desire to be taught by Him. But He cannot
express Himself where love and faith are missing, where the human being has
not carried out the work of improving his soul by shaping himself into love and
having already discarded all impurities of his soul. For I can only take abode
in a pure heart full of love which can bear My presence .... However, wherever
these prerequisites are present that is where I dwell and testify to My presence
.... I pour out My spirit over all flesh .... I teach and comfort, I guide people into
truth, I remain with them until the end of the world ....

Amen
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BD 7258 received 17.01.1959

Prerequisite for hearing God’s voice: Detachment from the world ....

You must listen deeply within yourselves if you want to hear My voice. And
that requires you to completely withdraw from the material world and engross
yourselves in spiritual thoughts .... it requires you to completely empty your
heart of earthly thoughts so that it can then be filled by thought currents of a
purely spiritual nature. People will always find it difficult to completely detach
themselves from the world, but My voice can be heard more distinctly the less
the heart is burdened by mental impressions of worldly origin. Once the heart
is completely empty the flow of My spirit can pour into it unimpeded, and
then you will experience this as an uninterrupted voice talking to you, as a
flowing-over of My spirit into you, as My direct Word which you can hear as
clearly as a spoken word. The more you resist earthly thoughts, the more clearly
will you hear My voice. And this requires a constant battle with the external
world which, impelled by My adversary, wants to intrude time and again in
order to disturb the intimate conversation between Father and child. You can
prevent this by not yielding to it, by rejecting all thoughts pertaining to the
world .... by instantly addressing Me in thought and asking Me to prevent this
interference .... And your will shall be taken into account, because it is solely
directed towards Me.
Only those who are able to detach themselves from the world are therefore
entitled to hear My voice, for whom I have become a Concept Which can no
longer be replaced by the world .... who have recognised Me as their eternal
Father Who wants to turn you into his children and will not let go of you again
until He has accomplished His goal. Once this separation from the world has
taken place, the world will no longer succeed in winning the human being back,
because My direct Word will have granted enlightenment to him and he will
not want to miss this light again. However, he will nevertheless constantly have
to struggle with the world, since he still lives in the midst of the world and it will
try to influence him in every way, because it is precisely this intimate dialogue
which My adversary wants to disturb as and wherever possible. This is why it
always requires a strong will to establish such an intimate bond with Me that
My voice can come through, drowning out the voice of the world. The human
being’s will can accomplish that, and then he will only ever sing My praises and
give thanks to the One Who speaks to him and thereby bestows an invaluable
gift upon him ....
For My Word is the visible or audible sign of My infinite love for you, My
living creations. It demonstrates that it is in your own hands to establish such
close contact with the highest and most perfect Being so that you will be able
to hear His voice .... and that you have the evidence of this communication
when you write His sacred Word down just as you receive it .... This supremely
perfect Being speaks to you .... Contemplate the meaning of these Words .... I
speak to you from above, you hear My voice, you comprehend what I tell you,
and thereby you can recognise your Father’s voice Who loves you and wants to
possess you forever .... I speak to you because I want you to come to Me of your
own free will, so that you will start your return to Me into your Father’s house,
which I want to achieve by addressing you. But in order to hear My Words your
will must be firm and strong, time and again it must look for the heartfelt bond
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with Me, Who cannot be found on the surface of the world but far away from it
.... Consequently, all worldly thoughts must be suppressed and you must listen
into the stillness of your heart, and then you will truly hear My Word in all
clarity, because My love especially applies to all those who try to reach Me,
who desire to hear Me and to whom I therefore reveal Myself according to My
promise ‘that I will come to My Own in spirit and remain with them until the
end of the world ....’

Amen

BD 7858 received 26.03.1961

God answers every question through the heart .... I.

Everyone can work in My vineyard if only he has the will to be of service to
Me. Yet there are many different things he can do because I only require a
profoundly faithful heart which emanates love for its fellow human beings ....
thereby awakening love in them again and this will spread and help to gain a
living faith in a God and Creator .... And everyone who has a convinced faith
of his own can also proclaim Jesus Christ, the divine Redeemer, in Whom I
Myself accomplished the act of Salvation .... And he will be of service to Me, he
will be My faithful servant, for he will also try to lead his fellow human beings
to gain this faith. And I shall bless his will and manifest Myself to him, I will
speak to him through his heart, he will sense it, he will be inwardly impelled to
accomplish his vineyard work and be stimulated from within to speak to fellow
human beings of good will when he meets them. And thus you can all serve
Me and participate in the redemption work if this is your will .... The strength
to do so will be conveyed to you by Me, Who knows your will and gives it My
blessing. For there is great spiritual hardship because people no longer have
faith, and My servants must be able to convincingly endorse this faith again if it
is to be accepted by their fellow human beings, too. However, this redemption
work need not be associated with any unusual activity, anyone can do it if he has
living faith in Me and whose love applies to their fellow human beings suffering
spiritual adversity, for My spirit works in everyone, even if it is not externally
noticeable. And this silent redemptive work is frequently of greater value to Me
than work of an externally obvious nature, the latter easily reveals earthly side
effects which detract from the redemptive work. This risk occurs if overly eager
people want to emphasise spiritual gifts .... if, regardless of where they are, they
always expect My direct communication concerning personal wishes .... In that
case they no longer allow Me to guide them, instead they try to oblige Me to
take their wishes into account .... And then My spirit remains silent .... Then
they speak themselves as people and jeopardize My working in them.

I indeed speak to all people through a human mouth if I seek to make the
Gospel accessible to them in all purity, and if you humans comply with My will
by living up to My Gospel then I will also be able to address every one of you
through the heart, so that you will truly receive an answer to every question
you have in mind .... But anyone who has not yet shaped himself though love
such that he will be able to hear Me by feeling the answer I give to him, cannot
expect a communication from those who would like to convey it to him either
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and thus the latter will pass on words which do not come from Me .... After all,
it is My will that you should establish a close bond with Me yourselves, it is My
will that you come to Me yourselves, that everyone should shape himself such
that I will be able to answer him when he asks .... If you silently assure Me of
your will to serve Me and to render redemption work you can also rest assured
that I will look after you and you will truly not need any instruction conveyed to
you from a fellow human being, for you thereby admit your own inadequacy:
lack of love and trust in Me Who knows every question which moves you and
Who will answer it if you ask Me .... The silent redemption work rendered by
every individual person is truly more pleasing to Me than that carried out due
to human influence, for you know that I welcome and accept all of you as My
servants if you yourselves offer your services to Me and aim to fulfil My will
.... Thus why do you desire confirmations which you expect Me to give to you
through a human mouth? You thereby open a door for your adversary who
will then try to express himself in accordance with your desire, because you
demonstrate that you don’t believe in My direct working within you, because
you don’t believe that I place the answer into your heart when you make contact
with Me in prayer .... And due to this unbelief, he whom you should avoid will
gain influence .... For he, too, uses fine words and you will seriously have to
examine where these words originated from ....

Amen

BD 7859 received 27.03.1961

God answers every question through the heart .... II.

The reason why people so easily fall prey to misconception is due to the fact
that their attitude towards Me is not yet entirely correct, even if the will for it is
there, that is, if they have the will to be of service to Me. Their constant bond
with Me would truly protect them from error, that is, they would recognise it
as such. However, this bond is still not deep enough, and thus earthly thoughts
still come to the fore which are taken up and considered by the intellect, but
the intellect often consults a fellow human being and he can, if he is not closely
enough united with Me either, also advise him wrongly. For this reason I Am
only rarely able to convey the pure truth to earth, because this necessitates the
most heartfelt contact with Me which prevents all interference by other forces.
And therefore, only that person who establishes this intimate bond with Me
and rejects any external influence, who only listens to what I Myself say to
him through the heart will be protected from erroneous influence or error. It is
indeed My will that you humans should unite in love, that one shall strengthen
and support the other in faith, that you treat each other as brothers and strive
together towards Me as your Father, but I also want every single person to
connect with Me too; I want you to ask Me for advice yourselves .... I want you
yourselves to appeal to Me to fulfil your every spiritual and earthly request .... I
want this direct bond with Me when it relates to personal questions and wishes
.... just as I, on the other hand, send to you My mediators and messengers
to whom you should listen if you receive spiritual teachings, if My Gospel is
intended to be conveyed to you ....
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Understand that I want to speak to you through My instruments and will always
do so when ‘spiritual information’ shall be imparted to you, because you are
not capable as yet of receiving such teachings or deeper wisdom directly. Then
I will always say: Listen to My messengers and fulfil My will .... But I will
never impart thought concepts to you through your fellow human beings which
have a different content than a ‘spiritual’ one .... because you should come to
Me yourselves with every personal request. You should learn to differentiate
between the ‘transmission of My Word’ and ‘personal speeches’ which can be
received by anyone who makes heartfelt contact with Me, whereas My Word
requires a special mediator or vessel in order to be able to flow into it as an
outpouring of My spirit .... And therefore you should be careful and realise
that you can easily fall prey to error, for where My adversary recognises a
human weakness he can effortlessly slip in and avail himself of it. However, you
can rest assured that I protect ‘My Word’ from every error, from the adversary’s
influence, because I want to guide you humans into the truth. Nevertheless, you
should not carelessly believe every Word which rings out to you as a spiritual
transmission, you should seriously scrutinise it as to whether its content is
purely spiritual, whether it aims to achieve the maturing of your souls, whether
it can be spoken of as given by Me for your soul’s salvation. And you should
entrust your own wishes to Me, and then I will also speak to you through your
heart and you will subsequently know what you should or should not do ....

Amen

BD 7104 received 27.04.1958

Developing the ability to hear God’s voice ....

You can confidently defend that which you hear from Me Myself as pure truth,
you can stand up for it with conviction and you can believe that every future
event I have revealed to you will come to pass. You can depend on the voice of
the spirit, for it is My voice which you hear inside of you, because it is My will
that the truth shall be conveyed to you humans and that you, who hear Me, shall
distribute this truth amongst people. If you believe in Me at all then it must also
be understandable to you that you are also in a certain relationship with Me,
that you, as My living creations, are despite your isolation in spiritual contact
with Me which is therefore demonstrated to you through My address. You can
hear Me in the form of thoughts arising in you which, however, do not originate
in yourselves but which flow to you from Me but of which you only become
clearly conscious when your soul is capable of hearing with spiritual ears ....
when it has shaped itself such that it thus can understand My mentally spoken
Word and subsequently also pass it on to the intellect. Although My Word
sounds constantly it nevertheless requires the ability to hear it which the human
being first has to acquire through a way of life according to My will. My Word
cannot be heard where this ability has neither been aspired to nor where the
faith is missing that the human being is able to hear Me Myself within himself
.... The human being has to prepare himself as a receiving terminal, he must
comply with all conditions, only then will he be able to grasp and understand
My thoughts which incessantly pour into infinity, so that he will feel himself
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addressed by Me Myself and perceive every Word from Me as a lovingly offered
nourishment for his soul and then only ever strives for this bread from heaven
....

And thus you will be unable to say that I only speak to this or that person but
My Word sounds always and forever in the spiritual kingdom and everyone
can hear it, whether he still lives on earth or already in the kingdom of the
beyond. However, it will only be heard by the spiritual ear, and this spiritual
ear has to be trained first, which always requires a life of love .... the fulfilment
of My commandments. I will reveal Myself to anyone who lives up to the easy
commandments of love for God and one’s neighbour, that is, he will hear My
voice within himself, for he has prepared himself to receive My spirit .... You
need only ever understand these Words correctly: My spirit works incessantly
but it will not forcibly penetrate where it meets with opposition. Once the
opposition is broken, which consisted of the fact that the being became heartless
and rejected My love, it will also open itself again for My illumination, and that
means as much as that it will become bright and light within, so that it will
see what it previously did not see and hear what it was unable to hear before:
Me Myself, My Word, which sounds in him again as it was in the beginning
.... And during the last days before the end the inner opposition is particularly
strong, which shows itself in people’s heartless attitude. And the result of this
is that a person only rarely believes in My direct speech through My spirit.
A completely natural process, which in the very beginning was known to all
beings, has become something inconceivable when, in fact, it should take place
in every human being, because everyone has the ability within himself but does
not develop it .... or, due to lack of knowledge and unbelief, does nothing in
order to be able to communicate with his Father like a child so as to be deemed
worthy by Him of His speech .... And people can only ever be instructed but not
forcibly be transformed in a way that all requirements exist in order to be able to
hear My voice within themselves. It has to be left to every human being himself
what he makes of the instructions .... My Word can only be given indirectly
to everyone, but then it must also be lived up to so that the person will then
experience the truth of My Word for himself ....

Amen

BD 5072 received 24.02.1951

Overcoming matter ....
Awakening of the spirit ....

Anyone who is materially-minded and allows matter to dominate his thoughts
too much can hardly become aware of the spirit within himself which is in
complete opposition to matter. Thus anyone intending to awaken the spirit
within him must first have overcome matter, that is, he should no longer be its
slave but have become its master. It should no longer control him, he must be
able to easily let go of it and thus give it away himself by sharing his material
possessions with his needy fellow human being whom he can help by providing
him with earthly-material possessions. This process of loving activity towards
one’s fellow human being is necessary in order to bring the spirit within alive,
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because the person will thereby shape himself such that My spirit can become
effective in him, since the spiritual spark within is inseparably connected with
Me, its eternal Father-Spirit. Understandably, the divine element within the
human being, in order to express itself, must respond to something divine,
because a connection between perfection and imperfection is impossible. Love,
however, shapes that which is imperfect into a divine being. Without love
My spirit is unable to make itself known in a human being, the person’s
love, however, becomes active towards a fellow human being and thus the
former also demonstrates his love for Me and can subsequently also receive My
manifestation of love. My strength can flow into him and express itself in the
working of the spirit.

Selfless neighbourly love will only ever be practised by someone who has
become master over matter, in which case the spirit is able to work in him.
As a result I Myself enter into heartfelt contact with him because his spirit is
part of Me. Do you now realise what you win if you release yourselves from
matter? Do you realise the triviality of earthly goods if you gain Me by letting
go of them? You give little and receive infinitely much in return .... the most
precious becomes your possession .... My love, which pours into your hearts
and grants you riches beyond measure .... Material things are indeed given to
you as a test of your will, yet you can use them for beneficial activity .... you can
relieve much hardship with it and thus be lovingly active on Earth. Then matter
will provide you with spiritual possessions because you use it for doing kind
deeds, then it will simply be the means in your hands used in order to attain
spiritual treasures, yet only if you give it away, because material and spiritual
possessions can never be acquired at the same time as long as the person still
allows his heart to be held captive by matter. It has to be conquered, and that is
your task on Earth if you want to awaken the spiritual spark in you and thereby
also establish contact with Me, if you want to give Me the right to dwell in your
heart. But then you will have won everything, then you will only work for the
spiritual kingdom, then you will have passed your test of earthly life, for once I
have taken abode in you I will not leave you again; then you will be permeated
by My spirit and become aspirants for My kingdom which is not of this world
.... Then you will return into the Father’s house, to Me, from Whom you once
came forth and Who will not rest until you have become His Own forever ....

Amen
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BD 4624 received 28.04.1949

Spiritual concentration before acceptance ....
Strict self-criticism ....

You must first create a spiritual focal point before you are able to accept My
Word. This part has to be observed, otherwise earthly thoughts will still stop the
spiritual influx by coming to the fore and being accepted, although with serious
aspirants they are only briefly disruptive because the powers of light assert
themselves and prevent the earthly world from exerting a strong influence on
the person, that is, they soon direct his thoughts to the spiritual realm.

Thus it can indeed cause minor discrepancies, vague definitions or indistinct
and poorly worded sentence structures which, however, are of no importance
and thus do not devalue or make the great spiritual knowledge appear dubious
in any way. Yet care should always be taken only to regard a proclamation as such
if the spiritual bond has been established whereby the recipient has therefore
totally detached himself from earthly experiences. You are still too much under
the influence of the world, consequently your thoughts still revolve around
matter; you are still too preoccupied with worldly things and therefore cannot
always liberate yourselves from spiritually meaningless notions and traditions,
but you will always have to break down a barrier first, i.e., you must leave
everything behind you in order to stay in the spiritual kingdom, and the more
liberated and carefree you enter it the more receptive you will be for the treasures
which are offered to you there.

However, the separation of spiritual knowledge from earthly notions will come
easy to you, and therefore you can unhesitatingly endorse the truth of that which
was imparted to you, and you need not take offence to that which is spiritually
irrelevant. Therefore you will not spread error, you should only ever scrutinise
yourselves as to whether and when you are prepared to receive My Word, that
is, when is the inner contact established so that you can hear Me Myself .... I
know of your will and take account of it, therefore I protect everyone who wants
to be of service to Me and in complete desire for truth appeals to Me for the
same .... And for this reason you can unreservedly accept what you are offered
in this form ....

Amen
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BD 8121 received 10.03.1962

The Word-reception is an act of freewill ....

I need you, My servants on earth .... For I cannot compel people by means of
extraordinary deeds to believe in a God and Creator if they do not yet possess
this belief. And were I to speak audibly to people from above you would lose
your freedom of will, they would have to believe and would only ever be under
this impression and inevitably comply with My will. However, on the other
hand, they need to be addressed because they suffer great spiritual hardship,
and therefore I have to speak to them through a human mouth and leave it up
to their free will whether they want to accept My Word or not .... I need you,
and you yourselves will also understand it; you will feel My presence and know
that it is your heavenly Father Who speaks to you, Who only ever stimulates
you to communicate with your fellow human beings and to inform them of My
extraordinary working in you .... although it is only extraordinary for those who
are not yet aware of My love and mercy, which includes all people who still do
not know Me and therefore do not try to find any kind of contact with Me ....
And to these I want to reveal Myself as a Father Who has His children’s welfare
at heart; I want to reveal Myself to them as a God of love, wisdom and might ....
And I need you, My servants, so that I can address people through you. For not
many instruments are at My disposal because it is an act of free will to receive
My Word, which also necessitates prerequisites which are not very often to be
found within people. Profound faith gained through love has to stimulate them
into listening within themselves .... they must consciously expect My address,
hold on to it and always be willing to pass on what they receive. Only profound
faith will prompt them to listen within, and I will only be able to reveal Myself,
if a person makes contact with Me in this faith and allows Me to speak to him.
The fact that I so urgently require you to spread the information you receive is
due to the great ignorance of those people who only live their earthly life with
earthly oriented thoughts, who know and believe nothing .... nothing at all ....
about the kingdom which is beyond this earth and which one day they will enter
when their physical life has come to an end. They are in grave danger for they
cannot cease to exist because their souls will continue to live after the death of
their body. And the fate of these souls will not be a pleasant one, for they will
enter the kingdom of the beyond in complete darkness, they will have to endure
much suffering and pain until a small glimmer of light shines for them .... I still
want to provide people with this small glimmer of light before the end. I only
want to help them to establish contact with their God and Creator themselves,
so that they will spend thought on Him and thus enable Me to influence their
thoughts Myself .... For this reason I try to speak to them, and you shall help
Me so that I can express Myself according to your willingness and that fellow
human beings will receive knowledge of it .... You should allow yourselves to be
taught by Me and then pass on your knowledge, but always in unchanged form,
for that which originates from Me is pure truth and shall be imparted unspoilt
if it is to be effective as light within the human hearts which have little light of
their own. And you truly render Me a service for which I will bless you, for I
love all My living creations and not one of them shall go astray for an infinitely
long time again. And this is why My strength of love will flow to you time and
again as long as you want to be of service to Me. I Myself will demonstrate My
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presence to you by the fact that you, too, will be extraordinarily affected by My
revelations, for I no longer need to worry about compulsory faith with you, who
testify to your faith every day by waiting for My Words and working for Me
....

Amen

BD 8482 received 29.04.1963

Process of the Word-reception ....

You must not grow tired of standing up for the truth, time and again I say
this to those who may receive the pure truth from Me, whom I Myself have
chosen to serve Me as a vessel into which the outpouring of My spirit can flow
.... These are characterised by a plain and simple way of life, by their genuine
nature and humble attitude towards the greater than great gift of grace they
receive .... For the pure truth cannot endure any unusual side effects .... the
recipient of the truth will be just as clear and pure as the truth which originates
from Me, even though he need not be a Saint in order to serve Me as a vessel.
For only rarely will a person on earth attain the degree of perfection for which
he could be called saintly .... But he will be able to show certain prerequisites
which allow for My extraordinary working within and in aid of him .... The
Word-reception will therefore always take place in a most natural way, without
strange signs or happenings, and the person himself will always firmly have his
feet on the ground, he will not demonstrate any kind of ecstasies or raptures ....
He will simply hear My Word and write it down in order to preserve it for future
generations. Anything which appears sober and clear to other people’s eyes is
also suitable to appeal to those who are still living in the midst of the world, and
especially these shall be persuaded to turn their eyes to spiritual spheres. They
gladly dismiss everything of a psychic nature but they must nevertheless form
an opinion about that which is offered to them in this way .... because they will
have to acknowledge an extraordinary power since the results stand up to firm
scrutiny. And anyone who is seriously willing to examine will truly feel a great
spiritual blessing, for he himself comes subsequently in possession of the most
delectable that can be offered to him on earth: he comes into possession of the
truth, which can only come forth from Me as the Eternal Truth .... And although
this natural process only finds little credence despite its explanation, it does
not exclude the fact that many people pay attention to spiritual transmissions
which exhibit unusual side-effects, thus they look for and allow themselves to
be deluded by a framework whose brilliance intends to obscure the poor quality
of content .... However, only the content is important, and in order to convey
the pure truth to earth, which is the most delectable content of a vessel, I chose
the most insignificant vessels.

Nevertheless, one prerequisite has to be in place: a strong will, for they must
defend the spiritual knowledge against My adversary’s every onslaught and
therefore they have to be so devoted to Me that they will constantly receive My
strength as to be able to cope with their task. And since an ability of judgment
is simultaneously conveyed to them with the truth they will always be capable
of recognising misguided teachings and of confronting them with the pure
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truth .... And only like this is it possible to spread true spiritual knowledge
on earth, which originated from Me directly .... The fact that My adversary
tries to be equally active during the last days before the end means that he is
also grooming vessels for himself by encouraging people to listen to spiritual
influences sent to them from the psychic world and that he tries to gain these
people by disguising himself as an angel of light, by making people feel secure
in the belief that they are being addressed from the highest spheres. It would
not be a danger for the souls of fellow human beings of good will as long as they
are prepared to accept good advice .... Yet his only intention is to prevent people
from handing themselves over to Jesus, Who alone can bring salvation for their
souls .... He wants to stop people from releasing themselves from their immense
guilt of sin, and no means is too evil for him to achieve his aim, hence he will
also avail himself of My Words in order to mislead people and to be believed
by them .... He will stop at nothing, and it requires immense love for Me and
one’s neighbour that his activity will remain without influence on a person ....
And this requires My countermeasure again by prompting My bearers of light
to step forward with the truth and to provide clarification wherever possible so
that people will not fall prey to error, so that they will not get caught in his
nets of lies .... so that they will not bypass Jesus Christ, Who alone is Saviour
and Redeemer of humanity and Who has to be called upon for forgiveness of
sin, so that earthly life is not lived in vain and the human being will still find
redemption on earth .... Time and again the significance of the knowledge about
Jesus and His act of Salvation has to be presented to you, and this can only be
accomplish by the pure truth which is directly conveyed to earth by Me. It is,
in fact, a light bearer’s most important task to inform the human race of this
and to do everything in his power to spread the truth .... And everything will
be done by Me, too, in order to support your work for Me and My kingdom ....
For humanity still lives in profound darkness and bright light shall be given to
those who desire it, who long for Me and the truth ....

Amen

BD 8783 received 18.03.1964

A mediator’s introspection ....

One day it will be a blessing for you that you were able to bear up against
temptations, that you took refuge in Me during every adversity and inner
affliction and that you are once again allowed to test your will as to who should
gain control over you .... I must allow all temptations to take place, for you only
become victors by fighting, and every temptation is a test of your willpower to
endorse that which you know to be the truth. Time and again deceptive lights
will weaken your eyes, and time and again you will be thrown into inner doubts
or questions, and then it will be up to you to whom you will turn in order to
settle all doubts and to receive an answer to all questions, and blessed are you
if you only ever turn to Me, your God and Father of eternity, Who is the Truth
and wants to grant it to everyone who wants it. And time and again I have to
tell you that the human being’s free will is the explanation for everything. It is
not prevented from digressing from the truth, and every person is influenced by
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the spiritual kingdom according to his frame of mind .... And thus, his thinking
will more or less correspond to the truth as well, and on the foundation of
his thoughts he will add further knowledge .... and he cannot be certain as
to whether it originates from the Eternal Truth. And, again, every individual
person’s will is judged .... whether he wants to give something to his fellow
human beings, whether he wants to help them and whether the reasons for his
actions are good .... whether he is therefore kind-hearted and wants to please
other people .... Accordingly, he will also think right .... He simply should not
yet have created his own foundation on which he will subsequently build. It
is therefore especially important to establish the origin of his thoughts, for the
whole sum can end up wrong if a miscalculation had already slipped in at the
very beginning .... This is why the pure truth is only ever guaranteed if it can
pour into an empty vessel, if I Myself Am the source and let the flow of My
strength of love pour into a vessel which has been completely emptied. Then
I will be able to instruct a person from the beginning and misguided thoughts
will be excluded, for they cannot exist alongside the pure truth from Me, they
will be instantly recognised as wrong and will therefore not be accepted.

And every person has to subject himself to this introspection if he wants to work
as a mediator between Me and the human race and convey the truth to them.
The spiritual world has every possibility at its disposal of taking possession of
a person, of subjugating his will and then of working through this person ....
As to whether this happens in a positive or negative sense is determined by
the person who hands himself over to spiritual forces so that they can speak
through him .... And the degrees of maturity vary so much in the spiritual world
that their messages, too, are entirely different .... You humans don’t always
possess the necessary gift of discernment to have the guarantee of knowing the
truth .... Therefore the world of light will always advise you to shape yourselves
such that it will enable the ‘working of the spirit’ within the person, so that I
Myself .... the eternal Father-Spirit .... will be able to express Myself through the
spiritual spark in you. In that case you can be certain that only pure truth will be
imparted to you. And I Myself will always inform you about the characteristic
of the ‘divine working of the spirit’, which will enlighten you about Jesus Christ
and His act of Salvation .... For all you humans will live your earthly existence
in vain if you don’t find the path to Him, Who alone can release you from My
adversary’s power .... Who alone can redeem the original sin, which consisted
of your past apostasy from Me, and Who alone can grant you the strength to
liberate yourselves through His acquired blessings on the cross to strengthen
your will ....

One caused your downfall .... One can and will redeem you and lift you up
to Him again .... And this One needs to be recognised and acknowledged as
Redeemer of the world, in Whom I embodied Myself and accomplished the
act of Salvation for people. And if the knowledge of this is not clearly and
unequivocally made accessible to you then you are not taught by Me Myself and
continue to remain in spiritual darkness until you have found the light which
emanates from Me directly and fills everyone who merely opens his heart and
accepts what I either directly or indirectly aim to impart to him. But he must
want to know the truth from the bottom of his heart, then he will receive it and
also completely understand what is offered to him from the spiritual kingdom.
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I cannot do anything else but convey My Word to you directly, which is purest
truth. Nevertheless, you are at liberty to accept it or to acquire different spiritual
knowledge which can appeal to you as well but which will always remain a
deceptive light that has no effect on your soul. But as soon as you turn to Me
with the serious request to illuminate your spirit and to give you the correct
discernment between right and wrong .... you will not appeal to Me in vain, for
I protect everyone from error who sincerely desires the truth but neither will
I hinder My adversary, who will do everything in his power to confuse your
thinking by presenting you with spiritual knowledge which is contradictory to
the truth .... For he will fight the truth until the end, but until the end I, too,
will send you the light which will strengthen your faith and make you blissfully
happy ....

Amen

BD 7878 received 25.04.1961

The grace of receiving the Word is a commitment ....

The grace of receiving the Word is a commitment .... on the one hand to
distribute what comes to you from above, and on the other hand to endorse
that which you recognise as truth towards your fellow human beings. It is futile
if you, who receive the Word from Me, are satisfied with the information which
is sent to you .... you should, with full conviction, pass this knowledge on
to your fellow human beings who are in need of it. And you should not let
yourselves be deceived by objections, for people will always do so, despite the
fact that I Myself impart the pure truth to you which will always stand up to
such objections. For this reason I need strong-willed servants who will stand
up for what they receive .... And they will also always be able to clearly judge
where error exists and therefore counteract it, because they are in My service
and as My faithful servants in My vineyard are duty bound to do so. I convey
the truth to earth because you humans are in need of light, you live in darkness
because many fallacies were and are still offered to you .... Only truth leads to
beatitude .... erroneous belief prolongs the path to the goal, for time and again
it will obscure this path so that you humans will stray from the straight and
narrow and require a long time until you get back on the right path towards
ascent, on the path of truth, where the light is shining which I radiate down to
earth for the sake of your benefit. Be glad that you may receive bright light and
make use of this illumination .... Take the path that is shown to you, abide by
My Word which sounds from above, which My servants convey to you on My
instructions and which they can also justifiably endorse as pure truth because
they have received it from Me .... And where you humans can recognise an
obvious working of the spirit, that is where the pure truth from Me exists. And
this is what you should adopt, but don’t mix it with spiritual knowledge whose
origin is doubtful to you .... And because it is My will that the truth from Me
shall remain pure I also expect those who receive it from Me to firmly endorse
that which originated from Me, for they know that they are thereby of service to
Me, because they recognise the extreme value of the information they receive
through My spirit ....
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Consequently, if the pure truth is in danger of becoming distorted it should
be heedfully guarded, for My adversary avails himself of every opportunity
which presents itself in order to render the truth from Me ineffective. And he
succeeds in doing so as soon as different spiritual knowledge is added to it ....
which was conceived by human intellect and which cannot be spoken of as the
working of the spirit .... My Word should certainly be spread, but it shall be
offered to people in all purity, just as it came forth from Me Myself .... And it
is My servants’ task to ensure that this Word will remain pure, as far as it is
within their power. For the seed shall not become contaminated because it is
intended to bear good fruit. However, anyone whom I appoint to an office will
also receive the strength from Me to administer it .... Hence, I will also guide
you such that your attention will be drawn to where your work is needed, where
you shall carry out your mission, and I will always guide your thoughts correctly
so that you will work according to My will .... For receiving My Word is a grace
of utmost significance, and anyone who wants to serve Me will therefore always
have My support and at all times take the path which corresponds to My will ....
I Myself will guide him, I Myself will turn his thoughts in the right direction,
and I Myself will give him the strength to work in accordance with My will ....

Amen

BD 7311 received 18.03.1959

Answers to questions ....
Serious examination of the origin ....

I want to answer your every question providing you are capable of completely
closing yourselves to the world and its impression, thus with an utterly empty
heart only yearn for My presence, then you will also be able to hear My Word
without any kind of ambiguity .... for which it is absolutely imperative to put
all earthly matters aside. This is also why so much is being endorsed as ‘My
Word’ where a person’s thoughts were still too involved, where this ‘silence in
God’ had not been established, where My answer had not been waited for. It
always depends on the degree of love and unity with Me that and in which
way a person is being addressed by Me, and someone who completely hands
himself over to Me need not fear misconstruing the communication he receives
.... He will, without hesitation, be able to endorse everything as My merciful
expression, and therefore he will also unhesitatingly be able to ask questions
but they will certainly be mainly of a spiritual content, because a child which
totally hands itself over to Me will be far more interested in spiritual than
earthly questions. Yet people are still very attached to the world and often
desire explanations about purely worldly things, which they always present to
Me in the hope that I will give them the desired answer. And this jeopardizes
the judgment of My Words, for people with predominantly earthly interests
are not yet mature enough to completely close themselves off and enter into a
confidential dialogue with Me, their thoughts will more likely keep digressing
and return to the world from which they are unable to disconnect themselves
completely .... And this makes a divine communication questionable if not
entirely impossible .... Therefore, you should very seriously examine that which
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you endorse as ‘coming from Me’ and expect your fellow human beings to
believe that I Myself Am the Originator of it.

Only he, who was able to establish this heartfelt bond with Me in complete
seclusion and allowed no worldly thoughts of any kind to enter during his
heart’s association with Me, may feel certain and endorse the results of his
heartfelt dialogue with Me as being completely without error .... He can also
ask any question and it will be answered to him, because it is always his will
not to fall prey to error and because the truth means everything to him. I speak
to everyone, but whether My Word or his own thoughts come to his mind is
determined by the human being’s own seriousness of will as soon as it concerns
questions which are not only of spiritual substance .... where there is therefore
a risk that worldly thoughts creep in and thereby easily endanger the truth
.... whereas, on the other hand, purely spiritual thoughts will guarantee inner
composure and seclusion with the result that the answers will be appropriately
clear and truthful. If you want to speak with Me then I also demand your
undivided dedication to Me .... But then I will also take complete possession
of you and all results of thoughts will be the outpouring of My love into your
hearts .... If, however, you still share your desire for Me with the world then you
cannot expect of Me that I make Myself heard by you and you must therefore
very seriously examine yourselves and thus exercise self-criticism, which will
always be beneficial for you if it is your will that I should address you. For the
pure truth must be desired by you, otherwise you will never be able to receive
pure truth ....

Amen

BD 7787 received 03.01.1961

Explanation about different Word-reception ....

I will truly not deny you My Word if you want to be addressed by Me, but
you must always check and ask yourselves what you would like to know .... I
will answer your questions if they concern spiritual thoughts and if this answer
will be beneficial for you. For I certainly want you to know the truth but I
will withhold My answer if the question is not based on pure motives. That
happens if you want to use this answer to distinguish yourselves before your
fellow human beings or if you intend to use this answer in order to impel them
into this or that action. For I recognise every intention within a human heart,
and even if he subsequently communicates with Me .... he will not be prepared
enough that I Myself can answer him. Then no spiritual exchange will take place
but the person’s intellect works out an answer for itself which he will then pass
on as a ‘spiritual reception’. Every person will be addressed by Me if he fulfils
the conditions: if he makes heartfelt contact with Me and appeals to Me for
My Word .... And I will talk to him in accordance with his state of maturity, I
will place the answer into his heart, I will direct his thoughts such that he will
not live in error. But this assurance of Mine is also being misused insofar as
that people contact Me for answers relating to earthly matters, insofar as they
are incapable of differentiating between spiritual and earthly matters. I truly
do not want to deny Myself to My children but neither will I divert from My
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conditions on which I based the working of My spirit: I want a profound desire
for truth to be the cause of such questions which concern spiritual knowledge.
Once you humans have reached the degree that ‘My spirit’ can work in you then
you will also know that your Father directs earthly destinies as they will serve
you best .... you will entrust yourselves to Me as your Leader and know that I
will arrange everything for your own good.

Thus you will not expect personal instructions or assignments nor ask your
Father for them. For with earthly questions you always run the risk of providing
your own answers as you would like them to be .... Let Me take care of you
and completely leave your guidance to Me .... And only make sure that your
soul will mature, that it will become a vessel for My spirit .... Then hold private
conversations with Me and let Me instruct you, i.e., initiate you into spiritual
knowledge .... For My kingdom will only ever be the spiritual world, and from
this world you receive spiritual teachings which intend to raise your soul’s
maturity if you live your life on earth in accordance with these teachings. And
the thoughts of anyone wanting to work for Me will truly be correctly directed
by Me, he will need no advice from fellow human beings who may also advise
him wrongly or pass wrong messages on to him .... Unite yourselves with your
Father of eternity and pray to Him for right guidance, and you will feel My will
in your heart and comply with it. And test all things and keep what is good ....
No-one should omit testing the spiritual information given to him, for everyone
should know that during the last days My adversary will work wherever he can
in order to cause mental confusion .... but that he has no influence on those who
form a heartfelt bond with Me and have appealed for My guidance. And he also
knows to disguise himself well and to appear as an angel of light .... yet it can
be recognised by all those who are looking for light and truth, for I will not let
them walk in darkness .... I Myself will grant them light because they desire it
....

Amen

BD 5061 received 12.02.1951

Explaining the various characters of the Word-recipients ....

My child, accept My Words without objection and allow them to take effect on
you .... A task has been assigned to you which can only be accomplished by
a human being who establishes contact with the spiritual kingdom with heart
and mind, who thus takes the state of people’s feelings on earth into account but
desires the spiritual realm himself, and this is necessary in the last days before
the end where people have broken off almost all contact with Me, where faith in
a spiritual life and a spiritual future is almost entirely lost. I know of humanity’s
desperate situation and, in order to provide it with help, will have to resort to
means which promise success without impairing free will. Thus one such means
is the transmission of the pure truth from above through receptive mediators,
but who can also be called mediators insofar as they gain easier access to people’s
hearts due to their personality. They shall, after all, win those over who are still
distant from Me .... You should really consider that people striving towards
Me are already within a sphere where My working is easily recognised but that
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people who are still distant from Me are outside of this sphere and that it is
therefore necessary for someone to have access to both spheres in order to speak
as they understand it and yet also about that which has originated from Me. I
know why I chose you for this mission because I know the human hearts which
first scrutinise everything intellectually before they accept it as their own, and
whose intellect should therefore not be ignored in order to be able to influence
the souls successfully. The redeeming work for such people is considerably more
difficult yet not hopeless, for My grace works where it finds an open ear so that
My gift of grace can also touch the heart. Thus it is My will that My working
shall also be mentioned where the world is still exerting a strong influence.

During the last days proclaiming My Gospel in the hitherto usual way will reap
little success, if it is not entirely impossible. People who live in the world and are
also in touch with worldly people are not as quickly rejected if they speak on My
instructions than those who have little contact because their spiritual sphere is
already so different that worldly people cannot put themselves in that position
and are more likely to feel repelled than attracted by it. These spheres are formed
by emotions, which therefore can be good or bad, full of love or lacking love.
It is always a person’s character which shapes the sphere in which his soul is
subsequently moving. However, if I assign a mission to a person who wants
to be of service to Me, then I Myself will form the type of sphere surrounding
him which corresponds to this mission, in which My willing servant can then
be successfully active for Me and My kingdom .... which, however, is not to say
that I avail Myself of a person who lives entirely outside spiritual spheres, since
he would be unable to work in My name, but I spread a veil across the light
which would break through too brightly and radiantly and which would cause
precisely the kind of confusion amongst worldly people which would interfere
with winning one of them over. I select people for such a mission who have
voluntarily become My Own, who were seized by My love and who I can now
use as a tool in the last days before the end. I Myself work in and through them
.... And this shall be your explanation to the question why all people don’t
have the same emotions and nevertheless an abundance of strength becomes
effective which is not obvious .... For I look into the heart and know a person’s
will, to which degree he is turned towards Me, and according to this will is his
calling for My kingdom ....

Amen

BD 6587 received 03.07.1956

Prophetic gift ....
A spiritual gift which demands action ....

The prophetic gift is indeed a gift of the spirit too, nevertheless it is not a
happiness-inducing state for a person because God only bestows this gift on
someone with the purpose of drawing his fellow human beings’ attention to
forthcoming judgments and their consequences and to seriously admonish and
warn them .... For it only ever concerns people‘s spiritual welfare, their salvation
of soul, which they ought to gain but often neglect due to lethargy and take paths
which lead to disaster. However, all wrong thinking and every bad deed affects
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the soul and a life in opposition to divine order will always result in degeneration
.... And according to law every sin will, sooner or later, have an unfavourable
effect and thus the whole of humanity’s sinfully darkened state will also have
such effects and result in judgments which intend to restore divine order again
.... People do not consider this in their blindness, hence their attention has to
be drawn to it and they must be reprimanded to change their way of life .... The
consequences of their wrong attitude have to be made clear to them and thus
they must receive warnings .... And the task of seers and prophets is to announce
forthcoming judgments, to predict to people all that which will come to pass
according to divine will and what they themselves can only know as a result
of spiritual enlightenment, as a result of foreseeing the future but which only
refers to humanity’s spiritual development, or as a result of God’s revelations
which they hear through the inner voice. To announce such events to people is
not a happiness-inducing mission but a very necessary one, for which a person
requires God’s commission and subsequently must also comply with it if he
wants to be of service to God and help his fellow human beings for the salvation
of their souls. God will not let any judgment come upon humanity without
informing them first so that they will still have time to change themselves ....

For this reason many seers and prophets will still arise during the last days who
clearly see the approach of the coming Judgment before their spiritual eyes and
who feel committed to inform their fellow human beings of what is awaiting
them. They know that they will have to speak about it because they realise that
it was shown to them for the sake of those who will have to fear such judgment.
And although he will not be listened to gladly he will nevertheless not fail to
loudly proclaim what he knows in order to warn and admonish people. He
himself derives no benefit at all from this gift, he is merely an instrument in
the hands of God Who avails Himself of him in order to still influence people
without forcing their will, Who is able to speak through him to people Himself
so that they will all still be able to prepare themselves if they are of good will.
However, the prophets of the end time will find little credence with people and
yet they will keep proclaiming what they know. The will often be ridiculed as
false prophets or be treated with hostility, for God’s adversary will appear at the
same time but he proclaims to people the opposite. He offers them hope for
progress, he promises people a glorious time and a change for the better .... And
he tries to benefit from it himself .... False prophets are not unselfish, they can be
recognised by the fact that they allow themselves to be paid for their service, and
they speak from their intellect. However, God’s spirit can only work in people
who are utterly devoted to God and want to serve Him unselfishly .... Therefore
you humans are able to assess every prophet yourselves, for a genuine prophet
has the salvation of people’s souls at heart and only warns and admonishes them
to bear the events in mind which he is meant to proclaim according to God’s
will. And you ought to listen to them, for they speak on God’s instructions and
in view of the near end ....

Amen
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BD 6391 received 04.11.1955

Spiritual information without material gain ....

The gifts of grace imparted to you only serve to help the soul in you attain
perfection .... It is spiritual information which has no economic earthly effect
whatsoever, since all striving towards ascent would be invalid were this spiritual
knowledge received or passed on for the sake of earthly advantage. Someone will
only be a true servant to Me if he .... devoid of all material desires .... commits
himself to pass it on to his fellow human beings. For pure spirituality may not be
combined with earthly desires because this signifies a demeaning of the spirit.
Redemptive work shall be carried out with love .... a loving heart shall receive
spiritual knowledge and a loving will to help shall pass it on, only then will it
have an effect on people. Any material connection with spiritual knowledge will
have a negative effect, for something that comes from above is not compatible
with material ambition, because it materialises the former. But remember that
I know what you humans are lacking and that I will truly not let anyone live
in want who selflessly works for Me .... And thus I will also always helpfully
intervene if material help is needed in order to convey spiritual thoughts to
fellow human beings .... Yet this should not be your but only ever My concern
.... Therefore you will be able to work unimpeded as long as it is your will to
only be of service to Me and to redemption work. Then you will always take the
right paths, you will always embark upon the right kind of work, then you can
safely rely on your thoughts which will be guided according to your diligence
to work. I can only make use of unselfish people who renounce worldly things
where it concerns receiving My Word from above and distributing it .... Every
material thought in connection with it endangers this work, but absolute trust
in My help supports it and also ensures you a carefree earthly existence, because
I Myself can offer this to you as a result of your complete trust.
You should know that your will to love is an extremely powerful factor which
removes all obstacles .... You should know that your spiritual work can achieve
something which even the greatest of material treasures is unable to do .... And
this is why fearful considerations regarding your earthly support should not
weaken this will to love on which so incredibly much depends in a spiritual
respect. After all, this short earthly life is insignificant compared to the beings’
dreadful agonies which you can bring to an end .... You would gladly and
joyfully make sacrifices were you able to see the state of these beings and their
pleading gestures for help. You would even endure the poorest life on earth and
only ever want to be supportive and helpful. And you can help them with your
love and thereby give Me pleasure, for which I will truly reward you .... For only
love is the means of release, love for Me imparts light and strength to you, and
love for the unredeemed spiritual being passes light and strength on and also
draws countless souls up from the abyss .... You perform conscious redemptive
work which will therefore never remain unsuccessful .... This certainty should
make you happy and impel you to work ever more eagerly, you should let
go of all earthly worries and never expect earthly success as a result of your
spiritual work .... Whatever you need I will give you .... But the fact that I convey
unlimited spiritual knowledge to you shall also be your evidence that you are in
need of it .... because you should work with it again for the benefit of those who
departed into the kingdom of the beyond in an unredeemed state .... Make use
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of what you own and don’t worry about what you are missing, for everything
you need for body and soul is given to you by Me ....

Amen

BD 8460 received 06.04.1963

Two different kinds of revelations cannot be true ....

I cannot make concessions where it concerns the transmission of the pure truth.
Understand that only one truth can and does exist and that this comes forth
from Me, since I alone know everything and therefore only I can convey the
knowledge to those who possess a profound desire for truth and make heartfelt
contact with Me, who thus make themselves worthy and suitable to receive
bright light. And neither will I speak to people with two tongues by teaching
different things to different people .... For truth is eternally unchanging and
will not allow previously misguided human thinking to impose limitations on
it either. I will always provide you humans with clarification if you have fallen
prey to such mistakes. And therefore I must criticise where My adversary has
already prevailed, and I must openly highlight misguided mental concepts ....
And I will do so as soon as divine revelations are conveyed to Earth .... For
only because of their complete concurrence will you be able to scrutinise the
origin of such revelations yourselves. But it would also utterly contradict My
wisdom were I to instruct people differently, by adapting My instructions to
their hitherto thinking, if it is wrong .... The truth must uncompromisingly
expose misconceptions, because only the truth will benefit the soul, because
only the truth is the path leading to Me. And people who are closely connected
with Me through love will always be gladdened by the pure truth and willingly
forego misconceptions .... Hence, a caring person will feel impressed by the
truth and easily recognise that he was hitherto wrongly instructed .... For the
error .... that is, My adversary .... is unable to hold someone captive who hands
himself over to Me, he will therefore easily be able to let go of wrong thoughts
and unhesitatingly accept the truth. But what is one to think of revelations
which obviously keep within such humanly established limitations?

I certainly want to convey My Word to all places, I want to reveal Myself to all
people, but in order to do so I need completely empty vessels .... people who
are not so entrenched in wrong concepts that they do not voluntarily relinquish
or doubt them .... If I want to reveal Myself to a person then his doubts that
he is in possession of truth must impel him toward Me, requesting that I grant
him spiritual enlightenment .... Only then will I be able to enlighten him,
but never as long as he is still bound and unable to inwardly release himself
from misguided teachings .... My revelations require an empty vessel which
I can subsequently fill .... And then I will clearly emphasise that which does
not correspond to the pure truth from Me .... For I cannot utter two different
kinds of spiritual knowledge and will not veil anything, but instead disclose
everything, because you humans are in need of light in order to find and
travel the right path to return to Me into the Father’s house. Hence, whatever
concurs has been conveyed to you humans by Me, once the prerequisites exist
which allow for My revelations .... And if contradictions are found then you
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must be cautious and seriously scrutinise them, for I Myself cannot make any
concessions which contradict the truth. Yet I want to win all people over before
the end, and therefore I also want to show the right path to those who are
still being misguided, and truly, anyone who completely devotes himself to Me
will receive clarification, and he will find his way out from a thicket which is
inextricable for the half-hearted and indifferent person .... My adversary has so
much control over people that he has turned them into fanatics who no longer
allow anything else .... be they members of ecclesiastical organisations or sects
or of the various schools of thought .... It is precisely the fact that they are
incorrigible when My messengers want to inform them of the pure truth, that
demonstrates their bond with him who does not allow clear thoughts to arise in
them, but instead impels them to fanatically advocate misguided teachings ....
And then it will be difficult to win them over to the pure truth .... even those of
good will allow themselves to be deceived because the adversary appears by the
same token and is determined to make people spread wrong spiritual knowledge
as divine activity .... yet I will always protect those people from believing it who
fully consciously hand themselves over to Me and only ever appeal to Me for
the truth .... Even so, all of you should be on your guard, for the adversary has
many tricks at his disposal in order to hold on to his followers, and he will fight
the truth until the end, until I Myself put a stop to his working and place him in
chains again because the time of the end has arrived ....

Amen

BD 8546 received 02.07.1963

Guarantee for receiving the truth ....

You ask, how it is possible for My adversary to frequently intervene with
people’s thought even if they are willing to be of service to Me .... Bear in mind,
that you humans are imperfect, that all of you still shelter much unredeemed
spiritual substances which react to My adversary’s influences if you don’t unite
yourselves so intimately with Me that a protective shield is erected which My
adversary cannot and will be unable to climb, because he knows that I Myself
stand before this wall. Consider furthermore, that you are often mistaken when
you believe that you hear My voice .... that you often formulate and quote
your own thoughts or are driven by the forces of the beyond to express such
thoughts if you are of weak will and allow yourselves to be taken possession
of by those who claim to be ‘spiritual guides’ .... You establish the connection
with the world of the beyond yourselves because you want information from
it .... And although you hope that I should be the Provider you are frequently
lacking the preconditions which enable My direct communication with you.
Who gives you the right and the guarantee to claim that I Myself, your God
and Father, audibly express Myself? Don’t you think that the concept ‘audible
communication by the Father’ is greatly abused? .... I certainly speak to all
people who desire My communication, yet this communication will be felt by
the person within himself, it is the voice of conscience which constantly advises
him, which admonishes and warns him to comply with My known will and to
refrain from all anti-divine actions .... I certainly speak to a person directly too,
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if he has to accomplish a great task .... then he will be able to hear Me directly ....
Yet then I will also expect this person to fulfil all conditions which guarantee him
to hear My Word audibly, for the fulfilment of these conditions also erect the
said wall which My adversary will not climb .... In that case he cannot intervene,
and then the purest truth from Me is guaranteed, which should subsequently be
spread, for that is the great task which is linked to the receipt of the truth ....

I continually want to convey purest truth to earth, yet people themselves prevent
the transmission of the pure truth as long as they are not completely permeated
by their desire for it and as long as they don’t release themselves from the
spiritual knowledge they already possess .... but which prevents the influx of
pure truth from Me. I can never express Myself through My spirit where a
heart is not entirely empty, so that I Myself can thus fill it .... However, that
is precisely where My adversary’s influence will be and express himself in the
disguise of an angel of light. And sometimes it will be very difficult for you
to test the spiritual knowledge which is given to you .... You wonder why My
adversary intervenes where I Am speaking .... And I say to you: I don’t speak
where My adversary has the opportunity to slip in and express himself .... They
are misguided assumptions to presume that it is My working which he can
interfere with .... Where I Am working the said wall is erected, for wherever
I Am working the prerequisites are in place which justify the erection of a
protective wall, and that is where My adversary will fight in vain, that is where
countless spiritual guardians prevent his entry and drive him back with their
bright light. And thus he will only ever choose those spheres for his activity
which won’t deny him entry, where he is entitled to intrude due to the similar
disposition of those whose circle he tries to penetrate. Negative thoughts alone
suffice to motivate him into misguided thinking which he tries to transfer on
those who are willing to accept spiritual infiltrations .... And that will always
be the case when all the people coming together .... in order to receive spiritual
statements .... are not in the same spiritual state and thus a defence against
immature forces is not guaranteed. If I say time and again that I speak to all
people who desire My Word you should not conclude from this that you will
audibly hear My divine voice .... but that I speak to every person’s heart and that
he need only listen within himself in order to be able to understand Me .... To
hear My Word audibly requires such an exceptionally high degree of maturity
that this only happens very rarely and then it will be in connection with an
important spiritual mission too .... If you therefore hear a person speak and
believe that you hear Me Myself, i.e., that you hear My voice directly, then you
will generally be mistaken, although it is possible .... But then it will not and
cannot happen within a large circle, because not all will have the same degree
of maturity which is required for My voice to be audibly heard .... And you can
believe that every single person also needs to be handled differently if he is to
derive a blessing for his soul .... Unless two or three come together and I can be
in the midst of them, then I will also express Myself through them, but they will
speak in their own way but in absolute truth, as I have promised you ....

Amen
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BD 7829 received 18.02.1961

‘Work of the spirit’ and the work of the spirit world ....

You are guided into truth .... Do you understand how significant it is to have the
guarantee of living in absolute truth because I Am instructing you Myself? And
do not be mislead if you are faced by contentions that you cannot be certain that
it is I Who speaks to you, or you would even have to dismiss the Book of Books,
which clearly refers to My ‘working of the spirit’ .... But people are already so
distant from Me that they no longer know of My spirit’s work in a human
being .... Although occasionally they indeed look for contact with the spiritual
kingdom they are completely without knowledge and therefore in danger of
accepting messages which do not correspond to truth, since they know too little
about the ‘working of the spirits’ who have not yet entered the kingdom of light.
They make contact with spiritual regions, with the world of spirits which, in fact,
also look for contact with people but only to make themselves heard in order
to transfer their misguided, confused thoughts to people, as they did on earth.
For as long as they are not in the world of light they do not think correctly, their
spirit is still dark and they are only able to pass on wrong concepts to people.
And people value such messages from the world of spirits too highly .... But
they do not look for the right relationship with Me, which would assure them
to receive the truth. ‘My spirit will guide you into truth ....’ I want to instruct
you Myself, and although I speak to you through messengers of light it is still
the same, for the truth originates from Me and is passed on to you through My
messengers of light. They will never be able to say anything other than is My
will nor would they want to, since they receive the spiritual knowledge they
pass on to you from Me ....
I Myself instruct you through the spirit .... You humans should comprehend that
God Himself speaks to you, do not just dismiss this as impossible .... For you are
in direct contact with Me, because you are My living creations, My children, who
belong to Me eternally. The Father will always speak to His children providing
they want it and fulfil My related conditions for the child to hear the Father’s
voice. You have to believe that I speak to you, prepare yourselves as a vessel for
the flow of My spirit and listen inwardly .... To be able to believe you have to
live in love, whereby you prepare yourselves as a dwelling for Me so that I then
can be present in you. And if you listen attentively you will hear Me .... And
what I say to you is truth, for the Eternal Truth Itself speaks to you, It educates
you, and you will learn everything that is necessary for the salvation of your
soul. But do you need the voices from the spirit world for this? Be seriously
warned not to accept messages as truthful which were not given to you through
the ‘working of My spirit’ .... And avoid those who claim to have contact with
the world of spirits .... They are a danger for you because they confuse your
thoughts and keep you away from the pure truth. People with already matured
souls certainly can have occasional insights into these worlds and exercise their
influence on the souls in darkness, but the people on earth will never benefit
from seeking contact with the world of darkness. That is why they should avoid
such dealings with the spirit world, because they are also My adversary’s means
in the last days to confuse people’s thoughts so that they are unable to appreciate
the truth or even reject it, or they take less notice of it than those messages and
overlook an invaluable gift of grace .... The truth comes forth from Me Myself,
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and you humans will receive it if you so desire. However, if you are satisfied with
messages which do not originate from Me, if you pay attention to them, you do
not desire truth and will never come to possess it either .... But where ‘My spirit
is working’ there is truth .... For I can only work where the conditions are met,
but then I will keep every error at bay, for this is truly within My power .... I want
truth to be sent to earth, and I have the power to exercise My will, because you
humans live with misconceptions and are therefore in utmost danger .... You
humans can only become blessed through truth and therefore have to sincerely
ask Me for it .... But then you can also be certain that you will receive it, that I
will teach you Myself, as I have promised ....

Amen

BD 8416 received 19.02.1963

Difference between the ‘working of the spirit’ and ‘psychic’ receptions ....

You should always bear in mind that the truth is intended to be distributed
everywhere, therefore I must convey it to earth in all places, and this is always
possible as soon as a person fulfils the requirements which the ‘working of My
spirit’ in a person are based on. First, the willingness to be of service to Me
has to motivate a person to enter into heartfelt contact with Me, and he will
indeed be accepted as a labourer in My vineyard, since he is living a life of
love otherwise he would not offer himself to Me as a co-worker. Hence, love is
likewise the precondition that I can choose him as a suitable vessel into which
My spirit can pour. Another requirement is the strong and living faith that I
speak to My child as a Father, when it desires Me to speak .... And a further
indispensable prerequisite is that he is permeated with the desire to be taught
the absolute truth and that he therefore turns to the Eternal Truth Itself in order
to receive it .... Now you will say that you humans are meeting every one of
these requirements and that I should therefore be able to give My Word directly
to many people .... Consequently, you will also gullibly accept messages from
the spiritual world although they cannot be rated as the ‘working of the divine
spirit’. For many people have an overwhelming urge to make contact with the
supernatural world, and since all of you humans are surrounded by inhabitants
of the world beyond, you will surely find it understandable that they will also
make use of every opportunity to make contact with you in order to express
themselves to you.

It is indeed difficult for you to recognise the difference between such commu-
nications from the spirit world and the genuine ‘working of My spirit’ .... Yet
the one thing I want you to consider is that I merely want to assist your soul to
become perfect on earth .... and that therefore the contents of My imparted spir-
itual knowledge through the working of the spirit will be the Gospel of love ....
furthermore, that you, in order to find redemption on earth from your original
sin, need to receive the knowledge about Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation
.... about the cause and spiritual reason for His mission .... and about My human
manifestation in Him .... And you need to be enlightened by Me about your
origin and your goal and about My eternal plan of Salvation, through which I
will one day reach the goal I set for Myself when I created you .... This extensive
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knowledge can only be conveyed to you through the ‘working of My spirit’
in you, and therefore only those people can claim to be true Word-recipients
whom I have initiated Myself either directly or through My messengers of light,
through perfect beings in the spiritual kingdom which absorb the light ray of
My love and forward it on My instruction. And thus everyone believing himself
to receive My Word should first seriously question whether he received this
knowledge from Me, whether he can state with conviction that he was ‘initiated’
by Me into the truth, into a knowledge which was previously still unknown to
him .... The information about My plan of Salvation can only be conveyed to
people by Me directly, for anyone who only accepts it intellectually from other
people will not understand it, even if it corresponds to the truth, because it
requires spiritual enlightenment in order to comprehend it .... And I certainly
convey this knowledge to earth in a clear and fully understandable way in all
countries on earth, and it will totally concur, because only pure truth can come
forth from Me and this will never contradict itself .... And the recipients of such
extensive knowledge should do everything in their power and try to distribute
it.

And this can always be used as a guideline for proclamations from the supernat-
ural world, for as soon as they fail to impart to people the profound knowledge
of My eternal plan of Salvation they do not originate from Me but are expres-
sions of those spirits which are not yet entitled to teach because they are not
yet permeated by the light which they should forward on My instructions. It is
particularly important to know in which way such messages are conveyed to a
person, whether he, in a fully conscious state, mentally or audibly hears clear
Words or whether a spiritual being speaks through the mouth of a person in
a psychic state, who surrendered his will and is therefore unable to test which
spirit takes possession of him. This examination must always be carried out
first, for although truthful messages can be received in a psychic state too, such
momentous and extensive knowledge which provides complete clarification
about My eternal plan of Salvation will never be conveyed to people in this way
.... Then partial truths may well be imparted but to the same extent misguided
teachings can also slip in, such as the wrong description of the Deity in Jesus,
Whose correct portrayal is, however, of utmost importance. And as soon as
people are taught wrongly, especially in this respect, they still live in error and
every error has a disastrous effect on the human being’s soul. I don’t keep clar-
ifying this time and again for no reason, because Jesus Christ’s act of Salvation
and My human manifestation must be fully understood by you humans .... For
the purpose of your existence on earth is that you will be free from all guilt when
you pass into the kingdom of the beyond. And only if you possess a truthful
explanation about this act of Salvation by Jesus Christ will you consciously take
the path to the cross, you, who once denied Me your acknowledgement, will
consciously acknowledge Me again of your own free will ....

But precisely as long as this problem of My human manifestation is not yet
solved by you, you will still live in spiritual darkness .... And if you are now
being taught by those in the spiritual realm which are instructed by Me to teach
you and to convey My Word to you, then these beings of light will first of
all provide this significant knowledge, and thereby you will also recognise the
working of My spirit in you .... Then you will not need to be afraid of being
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used by other spiritual forces, which certainly will also disguise themselves and
claim to be your guides and yet do not have the knowledge themselves as to
be able to enlighten you. However, you humans don’t know how My adversary
influences people as well as the still immature beings in the beyond, and you
don’t know that he will try everything in his power in order to undermine the
pure truth and to make people believe that they know the truth. Their skilful
disguise will cause much harm, because people allow themselves to be used and
are far too gullible themselves .... For they lack the right judgment, and they
confuse the transmission from the supernatural spheres with the ‘working of
My spirit’, which irrefutably grants truth to those who are instructed by Me to
spread the truth throughout the world. And you should accept this truth and
comply with My will, you should not just be listeners but doers, and then you
will no longer need to doubt and question but know that you possess the truth
....

Amen

BD 8695 received 07.12.1963

Psychic receptions - Credibility ....

You, who received My commission to distribute the pure truth, must also
be informed about everything yourselves in order to be able to form a clear
opinion about the value of spiritual conclusions which are advocated by your
fellow human beings as truth. You should know that both valuable as well
as worthless connections are being established with the spiritual world, that
beings from all spheres of the spiritual kingdom want to make themselves heard
by you, that they try to transfer their thoughts to you and that the human being
himself is the determining factor of which beings will be able to approach him.
And the desire for truth is always decisive but this is often displaced by the desire
for experiencing the unusual, so that the craving to learn something unknown
from the psychic world takes priority .... although with the best intention to
act and think righteously and good .... Such opportunities are also used by the
inhabitants of the spiritual world of light which want to lead people to the
right path and thus also try to influence them to deepen their attitude regarding
the spiritual realm and to especially draw their attention to the fact that love
is the first and most important commandment. Therefore any advice to love
can be considered as corresponding to My will. The purity and the will of the
recipient who receives messages in a psychic state also determine the quality of
these messages .... However, it also depends on the spiritual state of the circle
of listeners, on their attained spiritual maturity .... And the flawed thoughts of
an immature person alone are enough to enable impure spirits to slip in; they
likewise make use of a medium in a state of trance and then often repel the
messengers of light, because forces of darkness gather wherever the opportunity
presents itself to speak through a human being who has given up his own will
.... who therefore speaks in a psychic state of mind .... The purer the circle
and the greater the harmony within as well as the desire only to be truthfully
instructed the more credible will be the results, but then they will also concur
with the teaching which is conveyed to you directly from above, thus their
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authenticity will be beyond doubt, for countless beings of light try to gain access
to people from the world of the beyond and impart the truth to them on My
instructions. Yet these beings of light will time and again try to influence people
into establishing the connection with the spiritual world in an awake, conscious
state, they will enlighten them about the ‘working of the spirit’ in a person
and aim to encourage them to enter into heartfelt contact with Me, which will
enable them to receive profound knowledge which cannot be conveyed to earth
in a psychic way .... in a state of trance. For I Myself promised you humans the
working of My spirit, and you can and should believe My Words .... But the fact
that My adversary’s working will also strongly come to light cannot be denied,
and he will always make an effort to confuse the concepts ....

He will use psychically inclined people in the same way in order to speak
through them, yet only ever with words which lack all coherence, words which
intend to feign wisdom but are sheerest nonsense.

You can put this to the test yourselves by questioning what kind of spiritual
benefit you can gain from transmissions which, on closer inspection .... on
the basis of My Word .... utterly contradict the truth. Then spirits will answer
which are still unenlightened, which still possess a certain amount of worldly
knowledge and .... since they diligently supported it on earth .... will also try to
pass it on to people now. They enshroud themselves in the garment of an angel
of light, indeed, they even use Jesus’ name for their transmissions because they
don’t recognise Him as ‘God’ and thus avail themselves of a human name .... And
although, in order to mislead people, they grant Him an exalted mission, they
nevertheless only do this with the intention of stopping people from thinking
correctly and to belittle Jesus’ work of Salvation, thus preventing them from
calling upon Myself in Jesus. They try to lead people completely astray about
Jesus’ mission on earth and My human manifestation in Him .... Transmissions
from the spiritual world which fail to offer truthful clarification that a pure soul
of light dwelled within the man Jesus, which so shaped the body that it could
become an abode for Me .... that I Myself, therefore, accomplished the act of
Salvation in Jesus and the complete unity of Jesus with Me took place .... that I
and Jesus are one .... can always be rejected by you as error and as a deliberate
deception by spirits in the beyond. They are especially active during the last
days before the end in order to cause confusion in circles which want to do what
is right but have not awakened their spirit as yet, so that it can grant them the
gift of discernment in order to be able to keep divine and ungodly revelations
apart ....

People are unaware of the fact that they will always have to fight the forces of
darkness, and specifically in the last days, because the latter want to prevent
people from becoming enlightened, and that the only assurance not to fall
prey to them is to desire the light directly from Me, and this sincere appeal
to receive the truth will also establish the connection with Me, which then
will also ensure your correct protection from the activity of these forces. But
it isn’t always love for Me and therefore for truth as well, but generally only
inquisitiveness for an insight into spheres which are still closed to them. People
know that earthly life alone is not the reason for the existence as a human being,
and they certainly try to obtain information but believe that forces from the
beyond will only ever instruct them truthfully and thereby only provide the
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adversary with more opportunities to confuse their thinking. However, it can
help a person to think correctly if he sincerely desires the truth, if, according
to his sincerity, his maturity of soul and his desire, beings of light enter such
a ‘spiritual communication’, which certainly realise to whom they can convey
pure truth. Yet they will always try to educate a person to the point that he will
no longer require an aide .... no mediums which receive transmissions from
the spiritual kingdom .... but that he shall establish such heartfelt connection
with Me Myself in order to let himself be addressed by Me directly or to enter
into contact with the right bearers of light who will impart the right and true
spiritual knowledge, which he will therefore also recognise as truth, because
he has already awakened the spirit within himself which will guide him into
truth .... A person can certainly be warned about futile communication with
the spiritual world .... But he cannot nor should he be prevented from it,
because there is always the possibility that thereby he will come to believe in
a continuation of life after death and he can also be shown the right path if he
is serious about knowing the truth. Anything that reveals the will to act right
before Me is good, yet first and foremost be warned of anything that only serves
to satisfy the senses or to increase earthly knowledge, for no blessing will ever
rest on it and a person like that will never be able to recognise the truth and
always rather believe teachings which are still far from the truth and will never
originate from Me. For this reason I Myself mentioned as a sign to recognise the
truth of spiritual receptions the characteristic that you should check whether the
enigma of My human manifestation in Jesus is revealed to you such as I Myself
explain it to you through My Word, through the working of My spirit within
you .... Reject that which does not correspond to My Word conveyed to you from
above, no matter how many fine words are used to demonstrate a divine source
to you .... My adversary also uses such words, he will stop at nothing because
he wants to keep people in the dark .... because he knows that truth is a light
which unmasks him and his activity .... And he will always seek to extinguish or
obscure it ....

Amen

BD 7681 received 24.08.1960

‘I Am with you always, even unto the end of the world ....’

I will send you the comforter, the spirit of truth ....’ Every one of you has the
inherent ability to hear the voice of My spirit, for a part of Myself, a spiritual
spark of My divine spirit of love, rests within yourselves and will always be able
to make contact with Me, through it My Word will radiate into you, for this
spiritual spark is an emanation of Myself which will strike you effectively if you
are prepared for it. As long as you stay isolated from Me this spiritual spark will
remain silent .... If you unite with Me, then the spiritual spark will be in contact
with Me too and can impart to you the light and strength which comes forth from
Me; it will be able to convey to you the pure truth from Me and by receiving this
truth enable you to gain realisation and thus step out of the darkness of night
into the light of day. I Myself promised you when I lived on earth that I would not
leave you by yourselves anymore .... that I will always be with you until the end
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of the world .... I pointed out the working of My spirit in you, which will guide
you into truth .... but which would only become possible after My crucifixion,
because prior to it the soul was still burdened by the original sin which made it
impossible for a bond between the human being and Me to become so intimate
that he would hear My voice within himself. First redemption through Jesus
Christ had to take place, which reversed the separation from Me .... The human
being had to completely consciously acknowledge Me in Jesus Christ .... thus
he deliberately had to have taken the path of return to Me, which then also
resulted in the emanations of My strength of love, which assured that he would
hear My Word if he wanted to, if he therefore consciously opened himself and
thus activated the spiritual spark in him to unite itself with the eternal Father’s
spirit. For it only requires an earnest will to enter into My will, it requires the
acknowledgment of Me Myself Whom the being once refused to acknowledge,
and it requires a life of love for My spirit to express itself as I promised.

Physically I was unable to remain with you humans but I gave you the conso-
lation of sending you My spirit and thus of always staying with you until the
end of the world. And this promise has to be taken seriously, you can always
be and remain aware of My presence, you need only have the will for Me to
be present with you and to establish a bond with Me in thought, in prayer or
in kind-hearted activity .... In that case you will always be able to hear Me, for
I Myself Am in you, and the spiritual spark will never lose contact with the
eternal Father spirit .... it is merely unable to express itself if the human being
is not receptive of his own free will, if he does not carefully listen in order to
hear what My spirit imparts to him through the spiritual spark. And thus it is
always up to the human being himself to ignite the spark in him, to provide it
with the opportunity of expressing itself by appealing to Me Myself such that I
might be present with him and teach him and guide him into truth according to
My promise .... And I will truly stand by his side as a comforter; I will guide him
into truth and will give evidence of Myself through My Word .... I will be ‘with
him always, even unto the end of the world ....’

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.

“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.

“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
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take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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